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The complexes featuring the H of HF bound to the carbon of
the hydrocarbons prove to be nonbinding for acetylene and
ethylene, while for benzene a binding energy of 3.04 kcal/mol
is shown. The benzene-HF complex similar to the structures in
Figures l a and 2a shows a binding energy of only 1.53 kcal/mol.
Table I shows no significant changes in the geometries of the
subsystems upon the different types of complexation.
The binding energies shown in Table I1 fall into the range of
other complexes of nonpolar molecules with HF; 2e that is, they
feature values up to 5 kcal/mol. The values are very close for
the three systems studied and as such they do not show the strong
dependence on polarizability exhibited by the molecules examined
in ref 2e. Neither do the quadrupole moment differences seem
to have an effect on the binding energies. The ethylene and
acetylene complexes with L P 4 show the same lack of dependence
of their binding energies on both polarizabilities and quadrupole
moments. This might be due to the compensation of the trend
in polarizability by the reverse trend in quadrupole moment which
leads to an equalization of the binding energies.
The benzene-HF complex features a binding energy below the
value expected by its polarizability and quadrupole moment. The
fact that C,, complex proves more stable seems to conflict with
a HOMO-LUMO type of interaction. The strong positive charge
on the HF hydrogen (0.529 eu) points to it being electrostaticaJly
attracted to the ?r-electron cloud of benzene. However, in addition
to this attraction, an examination of the molecular orbital composition shows the hydrogen is to participate mostly in the 14th
and 15th MO’s. In these MO’s, the carbons also feature a pz
atomic orbital participation leading to an overlap with the 1s of
the hydrogen. This type of bonding resembles somewhat a very
weak multicenter type of bonding, as present in bridged inorganic
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compounds. The same effect is also present in the ethylene and
acetylene complexes. The CH3CN shows a stronger binding
energy than the other complexes, of 7.91 kcal/mol. To assert the
fact that the increase is due to the total dipole moment of the
molecule (which is 4 D) and not simply to the presence of the lone
pair on the nitrogen, we calculated the binding energy of cyanogen
to H F and found it to be 3.98 kcal/mol, that is, in the range of
values of the other complexes. As such, we might conclude that
the dipole moment of the CH3CN molecule plays an important
role in the binding.
An examination of the Mulliken overlap population shown in
Table I11 reveals a consistently low but nonzero electron density
in the binding region. The charge transfer which takes place upon
complexation features values from -0.034 to +0.017 eu. It can
be seen that the HF molecule acquires negative charge in complexes where the hydrogen binds to the a-electron cloud of the
hydrocarbons and donates it in the others.
In conclusion, the most stable complexes of the a-bonded
systems with HF exhibit a T geometry for ethylene and acetylene
and a C , symmetry for benzene. The binding is electrostatic with,
in addition, some overlap between the 1s orbital of the H F hydrogen and the pz atomic orbitals of the carbons. The linear
CH3CN complex exhibits a higher binding energy, due to its dipole
moment, while the CzN2linear complex’s energy falls in the range
of the other complexes examined.
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Electronic Structure of CNa and CNa, in Their Electronic Ground States
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We have studied the electronic structure of the carbyne CNa and the carbene NazC using ab-initio SCF, MCSCF, and CI
techniques. We find that CNa has a 42-ground state with the companion state being, at best, slightly bound. The carbene
Na2C has a highly bent 3A2ground state (0 = 8 6 O ) with the linear 32,-state approximately 8 kcal/mol higher. The similarity
of the bonding in both CNa and Na2C to that found for CLi and Li2C is discussed.

Introduction
Recent work in this laboratory2v3suggested that CLi has a 4Eground state with a 211 state some 33 kcal mol-’ higher. This is
~ , ~a
to be contrasted with C H which has a 211 ground ~ t a t eand
42-excited state approximately 17 kcal molv1higher. In addition
we predictedZ that CLi, would have two low-lying triplet states:
one of 3Z:g symmetry, the other of 3A, symmetry. The 32; state
is a typical “carbene state” having two unpaired electrons in the
pr orbitals of carbon while the 3A2is a highly bent (0 = 88.1°)
state in which there is substantial Liz bonding and for which the
(1) (a) On leave from the Chemistry Department, University of Athens,
Athens, Greece. (b) Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University,
E. Lansing, MI 48824-1322. (c) University of Maryland Baltimore County,
Catonsville, MD 21228.
(2) Mavridis, A.; Harrison, J. F. J. Am. Cheht. SOC.1982, 104, 3827.
(3) Mavridis, A.; Harrison, J. F. J . Phys. Chem. 1982, 86, 1979.
(4) Lie, G . C.; Hinze, J. J . Chem. Phys. 1972, 57, 625; 1973, 59, 1872.
(5) Huber, K. P.; Herzberg, G . “Molecular Spectroscopy and Molecular
Structure”;Van Nostrand Rheinhold: New York, 1979; Vol. IV.

0022-3654/84/2088-4973$01.50/0

orbital structure admits the representation

Le., donation of electrons from the Liz 2ag bonding M O into a
formally empty pa orbital on C. The 32; and 3A2states are within
a few kilocalories of one another and our calculations are not
accurate enough to say which is the ground state.
The purpose of this remrt is to determine to what extent CNa
and CNa2 behave like CLi and CLi2. Our results indicate that
CNa also has a 42-ground state with the companion ,II being
unbound or at best very slightly bound. Similarly CNa, resembles
CLi2 in that the 32; and 3A2are the two lowest triplet states with
the highly bent 3A2state being the lower.
0 1984 American Chemical Society
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TABLE I: Energies (E),Equilibrium Bond Lengths ( R e ) ,Dissociation Energies ( D e ) ,and Spectroscopic Constants of Naz and Naz+ Molecules
method

E, hartree

a b initio"
ab initiob
ab initio, this work
experimental

-323.741 80
-323.743 04
-323.729 8OC

ab initio, this work/
pseudopotentialg
experimental

-323.559 17

Re, bohr

De, kcal mol-l

Na2'(x1ZB+)
16.37
158.48
16.87
151.64
13.70
142.73
17.12d
159.124e

5.944
5.998
6.041
5.878d
7.00
6.70
-6.80h

we, cm-'

-

Na2+(x2Zg+)
20.75
110
23
126
22.83'
105h

-

wexc, cm-'

Be, cm-I

ae,cm-'

IO'&, cm-I

0.7024
0.6889
0.7369
0.7254e

0.1482
0.1455
0.1435

0.001 02
0.00083
0.00096
0.000 874e

5.19
5.36
5.80
5.81e

0.1925

0.105

0.000 3

3.82

--0.50h

'Reference 12; R, and the spectroscopic constants were calculated by us from values in ref 18. *Reference 13; spectroscopic constants calculated
(R = 6.00 bohrs) = -323.70683 hartrees. dKusch, P.; Hessell, M. M. J . Chem. Phys. 1978, 68, 2591. eReference
by us from values in ref 19.
5. /The only ab initio, all electron, calculation we are aware of is the unpublished one by Wahl and Bertoncini; for the parameters Re, De, and we they
predict 6.97 bohrs, 23.0 kcal mol-', and 116 cm-I, respectively. gReference 15. *Barrow, R. F.; Travis, N.; Wright, C. V. Nature (London) 1960,
187. 141. Robertson. E. W.: Barrow. R. F. Proc. Chem. SOC.1961: D 329. 'Herrman, A.; Schumacher, E.; Woste, L. J. Chem. Phys. 1978, 68, 2327.
In ref 5 a value of 21.68 kcal mol-' is given.

Basis Sets, Computational Details, Fragment Energies
For the carbon atom the Gaussian (1 ls,6p) basis set was obtained from the van Duijneveldt compilation6and it was contracted
to [5s,3p] according to RaffenettL7 This gives an energy E('P)
= -37.68802 hartrees, 0.00060 hartree higher than the corresponding Hartree-Fock energy. For the sodium atom the
Gaussian basis of McLean-Chandler* was employed; the (12s,9p)
primitive set was contracted following Raffenetti7 to [6s,4p]. With
this basis, the S C F energies for the 2S and 2P states of N a are
-161.85398 and -161.781 33 hartrees, respectively. The HF
energy is E ( 2 S ) = -161.858 89 hartrees. The excitation energy
zS 2Pcomputed above is 0.07265 hartree or 1.977 eV which
compares fairly well with the experimental 2.103 eVS9 The
MCSCF function which takes into account the near degeneracy
of the carbon 2s,2p orbitals has the form
1s2(2s2 - h2p,2) 2px2p,aa

-

and results in the energy E(3P) = -37.706892 hartrees with h =
0.1504. Na2 has a 'Eg+ ground state with an SCF description
1 Eg+) = A{16;26;3u;4u; 1&ut3 ut 1ri 1rt) = A((core)4ui)
At the S C F level an equilibrium bond distance of ]Eg+ is obtained
at Re = 6.00 bohrs but the state is unbound with respect to two
2SNa atoms by -0.001 hartree." Following the paper of Stevens
et a1.12 a four-configurational MCSCF wave function was constructed
IIEg+) = A((core)[CscF4ui C14ut C25ai + C32ri])

+

+

where the three configurations included in addition to the S C F
take into account left-right, in-out, and angular correlations
respectively. At infinite internuclear separation the CI coefficients
= C, = 2'i2, C2 = C3 = 0.0. Figure 1 shows
have the values CsCF
the potential energy curve of Na2('Zg,+)and Table I summarizes
its spectroscopic properties. Ab initio results from much more
extended MCSCF calculation^^^^'^ are included in Table I for
comparative purposes. It is clear that our basis set and the 4MCSCF expansion cope nicely with the properties of this system
a t least in describing the ground state. Notice that the binding
energy of Na2 is "pure correlation energy".
(6) van Duijneveldt, F. B. 1971, IBM Technical Research Report No.
RJ-945, IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, CA.
(7) Raffenetti, R. C. J. Chem. Phys. 1973, 58, 4452.
(8) McLean, A. D.; Chandler, G. S. J . Chem. Phys. 1980, 72, 5639.
(9) Moore, C. E. "Atomic Energy Levels". Nutl. Bur. Stand. (US.)
Circ.
1949, No. 467.
(10) Huzinaga, S . Technical Report, Division of Theoretical Chemistry,
University of Alberta, Alberta, Canada, 197 1.
(1 1) We added a set of six functions of d symmetry on each Na atom and
varied the exponent around the suggested value of 0.1 (Roos, B.; Siegbahn,
P.Theor. Chim. Acta 1970,17, 199. Hariharan, P.; Pople, J. A. Theor. Chim.
Acta 1973, 28, 213. The energy was very insensitive to the d functions, the
energy gain being less than 5 X
h.
(12) Stevens, W. J.; Hessel, M. M.; Bertoncini, P. J.; Wahl, A. C. J. Chem.
Phys. 1977, 66, 1477.
(13) Konowalow, D. D.; Rosenkrantz, M. E.; Olson, M. L. J . Chem. Phys.
1980, 72, 2612.
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Figure 1. Potential energy curves for Na2(IZg+)and Na2+(2Z,t).

When an electron is removed from the 4ag (bonding) orbital
Na2+(2Eg+)is created with just one electron in its valence space.
Figure 1 shows the (SCF) potential curve of Naz+ and Table I
summarizes its spectroscopic properties. We observe the following.
In the S C F approximation Naz+ separates smoothly to the
Na(*S) (in order to pull the
ground-state atoms Na+('S)
molecule apart safely the g,u symmetries of the orbitals were
relaxed). The dissociation energy of Na2+is larger than that of
Na2 (in conflict with the usual ideas about bonding molecular
orbitals), a common phenomenon for all alkali diatomic positive
ions, something speculated as early as 1935 by James14in an early
ab initio study of Liz+.
It seems that the next bound state of Naz+ is a 211u = A{(core)2rU1a)
correlating with Na+('S) Na(2P). A potential
energy calculation gives the values E = -323.45514 hartrees, De
= 1.1 kcal mol-' with respect to Na+('S) + Na(2P), and Re r
10.3 bohrs. The energy gap is estimated to be 65.3 kcal mol-'.
The corresponding pseudopotential values of Bardsley et a l l s are
-6.5 kcal mol-', -9.5 bohrs, and -65.9 kcal mol-'.
Our previous e ~ p e r i e n c ewith
~ ~ ~the CLi, CLi2, as well as our
present investigations (vide infra) made clear that expansion of
the basis set by adding functions of higher angular momentum
are not of importance for this system and for our purposes. If

+

+

(14) James, H. M. J . Chem. Phys. 1935, 3, 9.
(15) Bardsley, J. N.; Junker, B. R.; Norcross, D. W. Chem. Phys. Lett.
1976, 37, 502. See also: Car, R.; Meuli, R. A.; Buttet, J. J. Chem. Phys.
1989, 73, 451 1 and references therein.
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TABLE II: Energies ( E ) , huilibrium Bond Lengths (Re),
Dissociation Energies ( E e ) ,and Spectroscopic
method
E; hartree
R,, bohr
De: kcal mol-’
we, cm-’
wexc, cm-l
Be, cm-I

aercm-I

lo6&, cm-’

0.0042

1.69

42-

SCF
MCSCF
SCF

MCSCF

-199.589 3
-199.5948
-199.51202
-199.557 12

4.26
4.294
4.60
-4.60

29.1
21.3
-18.86
--2.30b

409.6

-9.041

0.4140

*n

1 hartree = 627.51 kcal mol-l = 219471.6 cm-’. bunbound with respect to ground state atoms.

the computations are confined in the sp atomic space the CNa
molecule is represented by 68 primitives contracted to 32 basis
functions while the CNaz molecule is composed of 107 primitives
contracted to 50 basis functions.
All our calculations were performed with the program A L I S . ’ ~
The underlying idea in the present calculations is that the molecular space can be divided into “core” and %alence” spaces.
Assuming that the correlation energy (dynamic, static) of the core
can be treated more or less as a constant we are left with a
relatively small number of valence or “active” electrons that can
be described sufficiently accurately by small, compact, multiconfigurational wave functions (MCSCF functions). Our numerical
results show that most of the chemistry can be captured by using
carefully constructed MCSCF wave functions.

4r

0.0r

Na(2S)+C(3P)

CNa Results
In what follows we consider the carbon 1s and sodium ls,2s,2p
orbitals as being core orbitals and thus have the S C F configurations

42-: (core)5u26u12r~2r~(r(r(r
211: (core)5u26u22r~(r
where
4.0

core = 1 ~ u ~ 2 u ~ 3 u ~ 4 u ~ 1 r ~
The S C F wave function for the 42-state predicts an equilibrium
bond length of 4.266 bohrs with a total energy of -199.5893
hartrees and a binding energy of 29.7 kcal/mol relative to the
separated S C F atoms. At this level the 211state shows a minimum
energy at 4.60 bohrs but is unbound relative to the separated S C F
atoms by -19 kcal/mol. At the S C F level the 42- state is
definitely the ground state.
The MCSCF function which permits the 42-state to dissociate
correctly to the correlated C(3P) and Na(*S) is composed of the
configurations
5u26u2r,2r,
6u7 u227r,2r,

5.0
R(b)

6.0

Figure 2. Potential energy curve of CNa(42-).
5

.

-5.0‘
-4.0
5.0

0

7

Y

7

1

5.0 7

3

6.0

1

5 u6u7u2r,2r,
While the five open-shell configuration gives rise to four quartet
spin eigenfunctions the function in which 5u and 7u are singlet
coupled was excluded. Table I1 condenses our results and Figure
2 shows the potential curve to 6.0 bohrs. Around the calculated
equilibrium separation of 4.294 bohrs the weight of the S C F
configuration in the MCSCF function is 0.997 indicating clearly
the adequacy of the SCF ansatz for this state. Note that the
binding energy has been reduced to 21.3 kcal/mol because of the
loss of the near degeneracyIs effect in the molecule. Considerable
insight into the nature of the bonding in this state is obtained by
transforming the 5u,7u pair to the GVB” representation. The
contours of the GVB valence orbitals are shown in Figure 3. They
are strikingly similar3 to those of CLi and suggest strongly that
we are dealing with a very ionic molecule. It seems that as the
Na(%) atom approaches the C(3P) atom an electron is transferred
from the former to the latter resulting in the in situ atoms C-(4S)
(16) Ruedenberg, K.; Cheung, L. M.; Elbert, S. T.Int. J. Quantum Chem.

1979, 16, 1069.

(17) Goddard, 111, W. A,; Harding, L. B. Annu. Reu. Phys. Chem. 1978,
29, 363.

-5.0

-4.0

R1
Y

4c-

6.0

5.0

5.0

I

,

2

- 5.0
- 4.0

Y

6.0

-5.0’

-4.0

Y

6.0

Figure 3. Valence orbital contours of C N a at the equilibrium separation
in the 42-state. The plots have uniformly spaced contours with increments of h0.02 au beginning with k0.02 au. Positive contours are
indicated by solid lines and negative contours by dotted lines. The same
conventions are used in all plots.
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TABLE III: SCF Energies of CNa2 in Different Basis Sets, ?2;
State

basis set
[5~3p/6~4p/6s4p]'
[ S S ~ P ~ P ' / ~ S ~ P / ~ S=~0.03
P],'
[5~3plp'ld/6S4p/6~4p]~= 0.03;
a d = 0.20
[5s3p/6s4p/6s4p]
[ 5 ~ 3 p l d / 6 ~ 4 ~ / 6 ~ 4a dp ]=, b0.75
apt

apt

;G -20

4c-

,/4.y

1

,
,

4.43
4.43'

TABLE IV: Energies ( E ) , Equilibrium Geometries ( R e ,Oe), and
MCSCF Expansion Coefficients of Triplet States for the CNaz
Molecular Systetn

-40
Figure 4. Calculated bond energies of CLi, SiLi, and CNa.

rg.

method

MCSCF coefficients
Cqcr C,
C,
-0.379

are most important. For this last configuration only the eigenfunction in which the 4uu, 5uu and 27ruz,27r, are individually triplet
coupleg is important. Since the 5ug orbital is essentially the 2s
on carbon and the 40; is dominated by the carbon 2p, orbital we
interpret these two correlating configurations as allowing for
left-right correlation and permitting the proper spin multiplicity
on the asymptotic products. An MCSCF function using these
three pnfigurations was constructed for the 3Zgstate and resulted
in the energy and bond length reported in Table IV. At the SCF
and MCSCF level the energy rises as the Na-C-Na angle is
reduced and as with Li2C we conclude2 the molecule is linear in
this Fonfiguration. Finally, using the valence orbitals 5ag, 6ug,
4uu, 5gU,27rUx,and 27r, which all but the 6ug have been optimized
by the MCSaCF process we constructed a complete CI within
this space. These results are also collected in Table IV.
We imagine the 3A2state resulting from the interaction of a
3P carbon atom and a lZg+Na, molecule. Specifically, the 4u,
bonding orbital of Na2 interacts with the empty 2p, orbital on
carbon with the 2s orbital on carbon remaining doubly occupied
and the triplet multiplicity being carried by the unpaired 2p
electrons on carbon. Schematically

The first and second configurations take into account left-right
and the near degeneracyI8 correlation, respectively. The last
configuration ensures the correct asymptotic products. At this
MCSCF level the potential curve for the 211 state is purejy repulsive.
Figure 4 compares the binding energies of CLi? SiLi? and CNa
calculated with wave'functions of comparable accuracy. Substituting N a for Li reduces the bond energy of 42-CX by 16.2
kcal/mol. If this energy difference was purely Coulombic and
resulted from the larger separation in CNa (4.29 bohrs) relative
to CLi (3.70 bohrs) the charge on the atoms would have to be
0.8 units of an electron further supporting a very ionic molecule.
The Two Lowest Triplet States of Na,C
By analogy2 with Li2C we anticipate that the 3Z; (3B, in C,,
symmetry) or the 3A2are the contenders for the ground state of
Na2C. Of the 28 electroqs in NazC we regard 6 as valence and
assign the remaining 22 to the core. Defining

1

we may write the various S C F configurations of interest as
138,-) = A(core)5~,24~~27r~,27r~,aa

I3Bl) = A ( c o r e ) 6 a ~ 5 b # 7 a ~ 2 b ~ a a

The effect of adding diffuse p functions and d functions to the
carbon atom basis was investigated at the S C F level for the 3Z;
state and the results are summarized in Table 111. Neither of
these additional functions are of importance in this case and all
(18) Clementi, E.; Veillard, A. J . Chem. Phys. 1966, 44, 3050.

0.4871

(core) 5 u@~,,5uu27r,,~27rUx

5a26u7u2a,a~a

I3A2) = A(core)6af7af2b{5b!aa

0.414

subsequent calculations were done with the McLean-Chandler
basis8 with no added polarization functions.
state revealed
Small exploratory C I calculations on the
that in addition to the SCF configuration the configurations
(core) 5 4 5 u~27rus27rUx

(core) 6u227r~27r,a

~u ~~2 ~3 ~ 3~ u ~~ l r 4~ l ~7 r ~

e,,
deg

'A2
SCF
-361.40323 4.815 81.4 1.0
MCSCF
-361.47068 4.60 86.0 0.7527 -0.4429
MCSCF+CI -361.475 88 4.60 86.0

5u27u227r,a

2

R,,

bohr

SCF
-361.4130 4.43 180 1.0
MCSCF
-361.45880 4.480 180 0.827
MCSCF+CI -361.463 58 4.479 180

+

~

E, hartree

'2,

and Na+('S) which project as 4Z- in the molecular environment.
This picture is identical with that proposed for CLi. Further
support for this ionic interpretation is obtained as follows. At
infinity the total energy of the system Na+('S) and C-(4S) is
-161.67213
(-37.70286) = -149.3750 hartrees which differs
by 0.220 hartree from the MCSCF energy of the molecule listed
in Table I. If a pure Coulombic interaction is assumed between
C- and Na+ a lowering in energy of 0.220 hartree is obtained at
RCNa= 4.55 bohrs which compares well with the MCSCF calculated separation of 4.29 bohrs. Certainly polarization effects
play a role but the binding energy is essentially due to the ionic
attraction.
The MCSCF description of the 211 state includes the S C F
configuration and the following three

1~

-361.4130
-361.41326

i

I

(core)

Re,

bohr
4.43
4.416
4.42

'Huzinaga basis set on Na, ref 10. bMcLean-Chandler basis set on
Na, ref 8. cNo optimization was done.

,e

'
7
'

-30

ESCF,

hartree
-361.41379
-361.41549
-361.41690

2Px
and in an obvious notation
I ~ A ~ (core)2s2(p,
)
+ o,)~P,P,~~
or
I3A2) (core)6af7af2b15bzaa

-
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6.07

is Na2+. Further evidence for this is obtained by transforming
the 7a1,8alorbitals to the GVB representation and contouring the
resulting functions. These contours are shown in Figure 5 and
bear a striking resemblance2 to the corresponding orbitals in Li2C.
The remarkably large coefficients for the MCSCF configurations may be understood as follows. If we imagine C-(4S) and
Na2+(28,+) at m we may construct a 3A2function as

z

60I

-

-6.0
6.0

+

1 3 ~ 2 ( a ) ( m = + 1 )=) -(3/4)1/214S(m=3/2)2Zg+(m=-y2))
( y4)1/214S(m=j/2)22g+(m=+j/2)
)

6.0

Y

6.0I

9.01

I

z

,

\I

where the relative weights are the appropriate Clebsch-Gordanlg
coefficients. Using
t4s(m=Y2))= 1 2 ~ , 2 ~ , 2 ~ , a a a )

S - 0 259

(aaP

t4s(m=Y2))= I ~ P , ~ P , ~ P ,

+&
+;
Paa
))

l22,'(m=1/,)) = 14agP)

and the association
7al = (2p,
X

+ 4~~,)/2~/'

8a, = (2p, - 4o,)/2ll2
2bl = 2p,

5 b
-6,?C50

Y

1

6 .O

- 6.0'

5b2 = 2py

I

C-Na

Figure 5. Valence orbital contours of CNa, in its equilibrium geometry
in the 3A2state.

and the Serber20 spin functions (both triplets)
IST) = (a@- P C X ) C U C U / ~ ~ / ~

ITT) = [(aP

+ 6a)aa - aa(ap + Pa)]/ 2

we have the equivalent representation

+

I3A2(m)(m=+1))= -0.50017a:2b15b2(ST))
0.50018a:2b15b2(ST)) - 0.70717a18a12b15b2(TT))

Of course as the C- and Na2+approach one another maintaining
3A2symmetry the relative coefficients and forms of the orbitals
change. However, we see from Table IV that the coefficients at
equilibrium (-0.75, +0.44, -0.49) are comparable to those
characteristic of a purely ionic system (-0.50, +0.50, -0.71).
Additional support for this ionic model comes from an estimate
of the Coulombic stabilization relative to the C- and Na2+ fragments. The equilibrium geometry and approximate charge distribution of the 3A2 state is represented schematically as

36
40

I
Figure 6. Calculated relative energies of CNa, and various neutral

dissociation products.
Exploratory C I calculations reveal that in addition to the S C F
configurations the most important contributors to the 3A2state
are

\

\

\

(core)6a:8af2b15b2aa
(core)6a:7a18a12b15b2
where once again the eigenfunction in which the 7a1,8a1 and
2b1,5b2are individually triplet coupled is of importance for the
four open shell configuration. An MCSCF function constructed
with the three configurations results in the energy and geometry
reported in Table IV. As with Li2C the molecule in this state is
highly bent and examination of the MCSCF orbitals suggests that
the in situ carbon atom is essentially C- while the sodium fragment

Assuming this charge distribution we predict a bond length for
(19) Condon, E. U.; Shortley, G. H. "The Theory of Atomic Spectra";
Cambridge Universitv Press: New York, 1963.
(20) see for example: Solomon, W. i;; Ruedenberg, K. J . Chem. Phys.
1912, 57, 2116.
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the Na2 in the molecule larger than the Na2(lZ,+) bond length
but smaller than the Na2+(ZZg+).Indeed from the above geometry
we obtain -6.3 bohrs which is 6.0 < 6.3 < 7.0, where the two
extremes refer to Na2 and Naz+ bond lengths, respectively. Our
MCSCF+CI calculation predicts a stabilization of the CNaz in
the 3A2state with respect to C- and Na2+of +0.214 hartree. From
Coulomb’s law and using the above charge distribution and geometry we obtain 2 X 0.5/4.6 = 0.217 hartree.
Conclusions
CNa, like CLi, has a 4Z- ground state and is quite ionic. It
is bound by at least 21 kcal/mol which at the MCSCF level of
theory is 16 kcal/mol less bound than CLi. Our calculations
suggest that unlike CLi the 211 state of CNa is at best very slightly
bound. The ground state of CNa2 seems to be the highly bent
3Azstate which like CLiz is characterized by electron donation

from the v, bonding molecular orbital of the alkali diatomic to
the formally empty 2p, orbital of C. As with CLiz there seems
to be a one-electron bond between the alkali atoms and an essentially ionic interaction between the resulting alkali dimer cation
and C-. This 3A2state is bound relative to the separated atoms
by at least 35 kcal/mol and is approximately 7 kcal/mol below
the linear 3Z; state. These relative energies are summarized in
Figure 6. While the energy separations reported in this work
will change with more elaborate calculation we expect the physical
picture of the bonding in the 42-state of CNa and the 3A2state
of CNaz to survive.
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A description of the dynamics of simple amino acids in aqueous solution has been inferred from deuterium relaxation. The
deuterium longitudinal relaxation rate, which is dominated by the quadruplar mechanism, is nearly insensitive to paramagnetic
impurities and proves therefore to be an excellent mobility probe for [2H5]glycineand 2- [ZHl]alanine. The experimental
results are related to the extent of intra- and intermolecular interactions at different pH values.

Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies of conformational and
motional behavior of simple amino acids like glycine and alanine
have been reported in several papers’-s during the past decade,
but experimental data and conclusions are partly discordant. From
a I3C N M R investigation performed on solutions free of paramagnetic impurities, Pearson et al.s reported that dipole-dipole
relaxation rates of glycine carbons do not change between pH 3
and pH 10 for 1.0 M solutions of glycine; this observation would
lead to the conclusion that the molecular motion remains unchanged. In later work, Valentine et ale6observed that I7O line
widths of enriched glycine and alanine decrease from pH 1 to pH
7 but increase in the higher pH range. The authors attribute the
line-width reduction to a higher mobility of the zwitterion, which
is of smaller size because of intramolecular ionic interaction and
being less solvated.
Recently, Gerothanassis et alasdiscarded this assumption and
claimed that the observed line-width decrease is due only to 170
(1) J. P. Behr and J. M. Lehn, J . Chem. SOC.,Perkin Trans. 2, 1488
(1972).
(2) R. A. Cooper, R. L. Lichter, and J. D. Roberts, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
95,3724 (1973).
(3) I. M. Armitage, H. Huber, H. Pearson, and J. D. Roberts, Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 71,2096 (1974).
(4) T. K. Leipert and J. H. Noggle, J . Am. Chem. SOC.,97,269 (1975).
(5) H. Pearson, D. Gust, I. M. Armitage, H. Huber, J. D. Roberts, R. E.
Stark, R. R. Vold, and R. L. Vold, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. U.S.A.,72,1599
(1975).
(6) B. Valentine, T. St. Amour, R. Walter, and D. Fiat, J. Magn. Reson.,
38, 413 (1980).
(7) I. P. Gerothanassis, R. Hunston, and J. Lauterwein, Helv. Chim. Acta,
65, 1764 (1982).
(8) I. P. Gerothanassis, R. Hunston, and J. Lauterwein, Helu. Chim. Acta,
65, 1774 (1982).
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quadrupole coupling constant variation. In addition, these authors
reported that if EDTA” is added to the solutions, no line-width
increase is observed in the higher pH range extending from pH
7 to pH 13. This observation is consistent with other reports of
the marked tendency of amino acids toward association with
certain paramagnetic
Among the possible nuclear probes for molecular dynamic
investigation, deuterium is one of the most
owing to
its dominant quadrupole nuclear relaxation mechanism. In the
present work, we report a study of deuterium longitudinal relaxation rates of glycine and alanine observed in a pH range
extending from 0 to 13.
Experimental Section
[ZHS]Glycineand ~ , ~ - 2 - [ ~ H ~ ] a l a were
n i n e purchased from
Aldrich and Merck Sharpe & Dohme, respectively. The pH of
(9) N. Ishida, A. Okubo, H. Kawai, S . Yamazaki, and S . Toda, Agric.
Biol. Chem., 44, 263 (1980).
(10) B. Henry, J. C. Boubel, and J. J. Delpuech, Polyhedron, 1, 113
(1982).
(11) H. H. Mantsch, H. Saito, and I. C. P. Smith, Prog. Nucl. Magn.
Reson. Spectrosc., 11, 211 (1977).
(12) C. Brevard and J. P. Kintzinger “NMR and the Periodic Table”, R.
K. Harris and B. E. Mann, Eds., Academic Press, New York, 1978, p 107.
(1 3) Y. Van Haverbeke, A. Maquestiau, R. N. Muller, and L. Vander Elst,
Spectrochim. Acta, Part A , 36A,627 (1980).
(14) Y.Van Haverbeke, A. Maquestiau, R. N. Muller, and L. Vander Elst,
Can. J . Chem., 59,1701 (1981).
(15) I. C. P. Smith and H. H. Mantsch in “NMR Spectroscopy: New
Methods and Applications”, G. C. Levy, Ed., American Chemical Society,
Washington, DC, 1982, ACS Symp. Ser. No. 191, p 97.
(16) H. C. Jarrell, I. C. P. Smith in “The Multinuclear Approach to NMR
Spectroscopy”,J. B. Lambert and F. G. Riddell, Eds., Reidel, Dordrecht. The
Netherlands, 1983, NATO AS1 Ser. C. 103, p 133.
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